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YEAR 8 TECH MANDATORY  

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD 

Due Date: Term 2 Week 1 – Friday  1st May 3:30pm  
 

Assessment Name:  HEALTHY HAMBURGER ASSESSMENT 
TASK 

Mark:    Weighting:  60% 
 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
 

TE4 –1DP Designs, evaluates and communicates innovative and creative solutions to authentic problems 
or opportunities 
TE4-2DP Plans, manages, and evaluates the production of designed solutions  
TE4-3DP Selects and safely applies a broad range of tools, materials and processes in the development of 
quality projects (Dependant on if we get to cook) 
 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Create – to make something  
Discuss – identify issues and provide points for and/or against 
Evaluate - Make a judgement based on criteria; determine the value of 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
 

Design Situation 
Many adolescents struggle to find information that accurately assists them to understand their specific 
nutritional requirements. The Australian guide to healthy eating and the Australian Dietary Guidelines 
were developed in order to educate all Australians about making healthy food choices. Fast food outlets 
are also seeking to improve the nutritional quality of their foods due to consumer concerns about health. 
 

Design Brief 
You are to complete the design process outlined in the Healthy Hamburger Portfolio. In pairs you are to 
design, make and prepare a healthy hamburger suitable for a teenager using the ingredients supplied. The 
hamburger food ingredients chosen must consider the Australian Dietary Guidelines and be quick and easy 
to prepare. 
 
Complete the allocated Design Portfolio on Google classroom– Healthy Hamburger: upload through 
google classroom for marking. 
The tasks that you will need to complete in the folio include: 
- Analysis of design brief  
- Summary of the Australian Dietary guidelines  
- Brainstorm and collection of ideas  
- Selection of ingredients  
- Sketches of the burger design  
- Final recipe design  
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- Costing of the ingredients  
- Safety and Hygiene checklist  
- Tool Identification  
- Defining of key food preparation terms e.g. dice, slice etc.  

 
N.B If we are able to complete practical lessons next term – we will make this burger!! 
 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST: 
You will be assessed on your ability to: 

- Have you completed all pages of the folio to the best of your ability?  
- Have you analysed the design brief in your own words and listed points in the criteria for success? 
- Have you completed the brainstorm page – added images, sketches and ingredient ideas? 
- Have you completed 2 sketches of hamburger ideas and annotated and coloured them? 
- Have you completed a final recipe – title, ingredients and method in a logical sequence?  
- Have you completed the costing of your chosen recipe?  
- Have you discussed the safety and hygiene of your cooking? 
- Have you identified what tools you will need for the practical, drawn/added images and discussed what they 

would be used for?  
- Have you defined the key food preparation terms that are used in your recipe?  

 

MARKING GUIDELINES 
 

 
 

Mark/Grade 

- extensive completion of design brief analysis and criteria for success 
- Identified each guideline by highlighting and includes five suitable summary 

points 
- Brainstorm page is varied and includes many ideas that are creatively 

expressed 
- Annotated and coloured sketches are outstanding in design and presentation 
- Final hamburger idea is accurately written as a recipe with title, ingredients 

and method correctly formatted and in a logical sequence 
- Costing is accurately tallied and totalled. 
- Safety and hygiene list is completed 
- Tools are identified with correct use written in sentence form and an 

identifiable sketch is drawn  
- Food preparation terms are from the hamburger recipe chosen and meaning 

is accurate. 

 
A 
 

- Thorough completion of design brief analysis and criteria for success 
- Identified each guideline by highlighting and includes five suitable summary 

points 
- Brainstorm page is varied and includes many ideas that are creatively 

expressed 
- Annotated and coloured sketches are thorough in design and presentation 
- Final hamburger idea is accurately written as a recipe with title, ingredients 

and method correctly formatted and in a logical sequence 
- Costing is accurately tallied and totalled. 
- Safety and hygiene list is completed 
- Tools are identified with correct use written in sentence form and an 

identifiable sketch is drawn  

 
 

B 
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- Food preparation terms are from the hamburger recipe chosen and meaning 
is accurate. 

-  

- Sound completion of design brief analysis and criteria for success 
- Identified each guideline by highlighting and includes three to five summary 

points 
- Brainstorm page is including some ideas that are creatively expressed 
- Annotated and coloured sketches are sound in design and presentation 
- Final hamburger idea is written as a recipe with title, ingredients and method 

mostly correct. Sound format and mostly logical sequence 
- Costing is accurately tallied and totalled. 
- Safety and hygiene list is completed 
- Tools are identified with correct use outlined and an identifiable sketch is 

drawn  
- Food preparation terms are from the hamburger recipe chosen and meaning 

is mostly accurate. 
-  

 
C 
 

- Basic completion of design brief analysis and criteria for success 
- Identified each guideline by highlighting and includes three or less summary 

points 
- Brainstorm page is including some ideas 
- Annotated and coloured sketches are basic in design and presentation 
- Final hamburger idea is written as a recipe with title, ingredients and method 

some correct format and some logical sequence 
- Costing is totalled. May be incorrect. 
- Safety and hygiene list is mostly completed 
- Tools are identified with use outlined and sketch is drawn poorly 
- Food preparation terms may not be from the hamburger recipe chosen and 

meaning is mostly accurate. 
-  

 
 

D 

- Limited completion of design brief analysis and criteria for success or 
incomplete 

- Identified each guideline by highlighting and includes three or less summary 
points or incomplete 

- Brainstorm page includes a few ideas 
- Annotated sketches are limited in design and presentation. Not coloured 
- Final hamburger recipe includes title, ingredients and method, has 

inaccuracies to format and sequence 
- Costing is totalled. May be incorrect. 
- Safety and hygiene list is attempted but incomplete 
- Tools are identified with use outlined and sketch is drawn poorly or missing 
- Food preparation terms may not be from the hamburger recipe chosen and 

meaning may be incorrect. 

 
 

E 


